Differential activity of polymerase ζ associated with replication timing and
gene bodies in humans: evidence from mutational signatures
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Human mutation rate varies along the genome; the mechanisms underlying this variation are
only partially understood. Factors correlated with the local mutation rate include replication
timing, meiotic recombination rate, GC content, DNA accessibility, transcription and distance
from the telomeres. Human DNA replication is a complex process which involves synthesis
of DNA from multiple origins, so that replication of different large-scale regions is activated
in a robust temporal order which is conserved between tissues and species [1]. Replication
timing is among the strongest determinants of the mutation rate, as reflected by the
evolutionary divergence of primates [2] and the somatic mutational patterns in humans [3].
Replication timing affects multiple classes of mutations, including all kinds of point
mutations and copy number variation induced by nonallelic homologous recombination or
nonhomologous end-joining [3].
Here, we focus on dinucleotide mutations (MNMs). DNM is a mutation event that
simultaneously changes two nucleotides in a row. Mechanisms and factors governing the
distribution of these events along the genome are unknown. The rates of DNMs were
estimated from de-novo mutations in parent-child trios, interspecies divergence, intraspecies
polymorphism and disease causing mutations [4]. The obtained estimates were rather similar,
placing the rate of DNMs at about 0.4% of the single nucleotide mutation (SNM) rate. The
GC->AA/TT mutation is the most frequent DNM in human polymorphism and disease data.
The same DNM is strongly associated with the activity of polymerase zeta (pol ζ) [5].
Pol ζ is able to perform translesion synthesis (TLS), to bypass abasic sites, and to extend
non-perfectly matched primers. It is recruited to restart stalled replication forks associated

with double strand breaks, mismatches or DNA non-B structures. Pol ζ is the only TLS
polymerase that is essential for embryonic development in mammals [6]. The mutation rate of
pol ζ is about 10-3 point mutations per site, making it substantially more error-prone than
other homologous B family polymerases α, δ and ε which play the central role in DNA
replication.
Experimental studies in yeast and mammals suggest that pol ζ tends to produce DNMs.
Nucleotide excision repair (NER) deficient S. cerevisiae line with error-prone pol ζ
demonstrates a strong overrepresentation of complementary GC->AA and GC->TT DNMs
among the detected DNMs [5].
In this study, we show that the GC->AA/TT is the most common DNM in human-chimp
divergence. The pol ζ signature is especially pronounced in introns, where a strong excess
of GC->TT over GC->AA on the non-template strand is observed, suggesting association
with gene bodies. While the overall rate of DNMs is only very weakly associated with
replication timing, the pol ζ signature frequency is radically higher in late replicating regions.
Together, these finding indicate the heterogeneity of the genomic effect of pol ζ, shedding
light on a novel cause of mutational heterogeneity along the genome.
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